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ABSTRACT
Because the number of qualified applicants far exceeds the number of positions
cUlTently available in this program, the admissions committee at the University of North
Dakota (UND) is obligated to select students who possess the greatest ability to succeed in
the program and later in the profession. The purpose of this retrospective study was
twofold: (1) to determine which variables, academic and nonacademic, contribute the
most to student academic and clinical success in the University of North Dakota's Physical
Therapy (UND-PT) program and (2) to review the current admission process while
looking for new predictors of academic and clinical success. The academic files of 145
physical therapy students who were admitted to the University of North Dakota's Physical
Therapy program between the years of 1991-1995 with respective graduation dates of
1994-1998 were reviewed. Of the five classes included in this retrospective study, only
student files of North Dakota pool applicants were reviewed.
Traditional descriptive and analytical statistical procedures were utilized to
describe applicants, educational outcomes, and relationships between variables.
Due to the homogeneous nature of the student performances, each of the variables
shown to predict professional academic and clinical success possesses only low
predictive value. Of the countless prediction equations performed, only those that
produced the strongest equations are repOlied. In the first of these equations, the original
grades from Biology 102, Chemistry 106, and Physics 102, accounted for 26.4% (adjusted
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r2 = .264) of the variance in junior year mean OP A. In the second equation, the prediction
variables of Anatomy 204 and Communications 161, accounted for 15.4% (adjusted r2=
.154) of the variance in professional fall year 3 OPA. In the third equation, the prediction
variables of Communications 161 and the number of times an applicant applied to the
UND-PT program, accounted for 10.7% (adjusted r2 = .107) of the variance in PI 552:
Clinical Practice II. In the final equation, the prediction variables of original SOPA and
interview score, accounted for 24.7% (adjusted r2

=

.247) ofthe variance of the total mean

of the following outcome variables: (1) junior academic mean, (2) professional fall year 3
OPA, and (3) PT 552: Clinical Practice II. Of these variables, Communications 161 in
conjunction with two other variables was found to be a valid predictor of both academic
and clinical success within this professional program. As a result of this finding, support
is given to the incorporation of Communications 161 grade into the SOP A to enhance the
selection of the most qualified students into this program.
The small degree of variance in predicting outcomes suggests that either other
measures are yet to be identified or that the extreme homogeneity in student performances
limits statistical analysis. Despite these limitations, a high percentage of students
successfully graduate (98.6%) and go on to successfully complete the professional
licensure examination (99.3%). Although this study indicates that Communications 161
should be included in the CUlTent selection process, outcomes of graduation rate and
professional licensure examination success lend considerable support to the continued use
of the admission variables cUlTently utilized by the UND-PT program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The University ofNOlih Dakota's Physical Therapy (UND-PT) program was
established in 1967 and gained accreditation from the American Medical Association
(AMA) and the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) in 1970. From the time
of its conception until 1994, the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program
has graduated entry-level physical therapists with a B. S.P.T. degree. In 1991 , the physical
therapy program was converted from a baccalaureate degree program to a five year
curriculum leading ultimately to a Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.) degree (see
Appendix A to reference professional curriculum). Currently, the number of students
accepted into the program is fOliy-eight. Of the forty-eight students who gain acceptance,
thirty-four are accepted through the UND admissions process. Conversely, the additional
fourteen students who are accepted are selected from the Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education (WICHE) states through direct contacts between the UND-PT
program and those states.
Because the number of qualified applicants far exceeds the number of positions
currently available in this program, the admissions committee at UND is provided with the
opportunity to select students who possess the greatest ability to succeed in the program
and later in the profession. Given this opportunity, the quest for valid predictors of
academic success and later professional success, persists to ensure that the most qualified
1
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and dedicated students are selected. In response to this obligation, the UND-PT program
underwent and continues to undergo many changes to develop an objective admissions
process. These changes historically have been guided by an extensive review of available
literature and the experience of faculty and admissions committee members.
Prior to an applicant's submission of a formal application to the professional
physical therapy program at the University ofNOlih Dakota, he or she must successfully
complete all preprofessional coursework and admission requirements (see Appendix A to
reference the professional curriculum). Once the applicant has completed all required
prerequisite coursework and admission requirements, the applicant may then complete a
formal application for admittance into the UND-PT program (see Appendix B to reference
application form) .
Admission Requirements
Traditional admission criteria by which students are selected at the University of
NOlih Dakota's Physical Therapy program include preprofessional science grade point
average (SGPA), a personal interview, and three letters of recommendation. Weighting of
these criterion currently are as follows: preprofessional SGP A 80%, interview 15%, and
letters of recommendation 5%. Together these criterion compile the composite score
(100%) by which students are ranked and consequently selected for admission into the
program.
Preprofessional SGPA in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy
program is a compilation of the following prerequisite coursework: Introduction to
Biology I and II (Bioi 101 and 102), General Chemistry I and II (Chern 105 and 106),
Introduction to College Physics I and II (Phys 101 and 102), Anatomy for Paramedical
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Personnel (Anat 204), Mechanics of Human Physiology (Phy 301), Introduction to
Psychology (Psy 101), and Developmental Psychology (Psy 251). The grades achieved in
each of these courses are compiled and averaged based on a 4.00 numeric grading scale
(4=A, 3=B, 2=C, 1=D) and their number of credit hours to create the student's
preprofessional SGP A. In the event that the applicant receives a lower than desired grade
in the required preprofessional coursework, he or she may replace the grade with that of
either a higher level course or with the same course. For example, an upper level biology
course such as Microbiology 302 can be used as a replacement grade for Biology 101, or
Biology 101 can be simply repeated by the applicant.
The second criterion by which an applicant's admission is determined is the
applicant's personal interview score. Selection interviews are conducted on the UND
campus and involve faculty members, practicing physical therapists from the surrounding
communities, and volunteer junior and senior level physical therapy students. Each
applicant is interviewed by an interview team consisting of one to two clinicians, one to
two faculty members, and one student who is currently enrolled in the program. To ensure
that each applicant is assessed as objectively as possible, each interview team is provided
with a standardized list of questions to be divided among the interview team in a manner in
which each interviewer asks the same questions of all applicants and all applicants are
asked each question. Following an approximate twenty minute interview, each interviewer
scores the applicant's performance on a standardized rating form in the following
categories: (1) motivation, (2) professional knowledge and preparedness, (3) experience,
(4) maturity, (5) interests, (6) communication skills, and (7) poise and appearance. In each
of these categories, applicants are scored on a 9 point ordinal scale, with a 9 representing
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the highest rating score and 1 the lowest. Each applicant is consequently given an
opportunity to obtain anywhere from a high score of 63 points to a low score of 7 from
each interviewer. The interviewer rating is based solely on the information gained from
the interview and the applicant's application. Interviewers do not have access to applicant
GP As and most applicants do not discuss their GP A during the interview. Once the
applicant's interview score is obtained from each interviewer, the scores are then
combined and averaged to determine his or her final interview score.
The third criterion by which each applicant is assessed is through letters of
recommendation. Tlu'ee standardized letters of recommendation are provided to each
applicant to be completed by a non-relative who is qualified to assess his or her abilities
to succeed in the required physical therapy coursework and to later succeed in the
profession. Although a letter of reference from a licensed physical therapist is highly
recommended by the program, it is not required. Each person who is asked by the
applicant to complete a letter of recommendation is asked to rate the applicant on a variety
of items including ability to work with others, concern for others, time utilization, maturity,
and many other qualities (see Appendix C) on a 9 point ordinal scale, with a 9 representing
the highest score and 1 the lowest. The applicant's score on each of the items is then
compiled and averaged. The average score calculated for each of the three
letters of recommendation is then compiled and averaged to determine the applicant's final
letters of recommendation score.
Once each applicant's SGP A, interview score, and letters of recommendation score
are calculated, the applicant's composite score can be calculated with each criterion
weighted appropriately. Ordinal rankings of the applicants are then developed based on
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science GP A, interview score, reference letter scores, and composite scores through the
use of Quatro Pro.] Although SGP A, reference letter scores, and interview rankings are
analyzed individually, selection decisions are based solely on an applicant's composite
score ranking.
Although the UND-PT program currently utilizes the above admissions criteria,
many other admission variables are widely utilized by professional physical therapy
programs nationwide. These variables include: Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
scores, written composition scores, the Jackson Personality Inventory, College Board
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, high school rank, Allied Health Professions
Admissions Test (AHPAT) scores, cumulative preprofessional GPA, and Personal
Orientation Inventory (POI) scores. Many of these variables will further be examined in
the literature review of this study.
It is the intent of this study to identify which admission variables significantly

predict academic and clinical success. Success as defined by the UND-PT program is the
completion of all required program coursework (academic and clinical) with a grade of
"C" or higher and successful completion of the professional licensure examination
criterion. The academic and nonacademic predictors that will be examined in this study
include: preprofessional course grades (biology, chemistry, physics, anatomy, physiology,
psychology, and communications), preprofessional cumulative GPA (CGPA), admission
scoring (SGP A, personal interview, letters of recommendation, and composite scores),
years spent in preprofessional coursework, hours worked (volunteered or paid), number of
times the individual has applied to the program, and each applicant's demographic profile.
Outcomes of student success that will be examined in this study include: select
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professional course grades (PT 322: Anatomy for Physical Therapy, PT 423:
Neuroscience for Physical Therapy, and PT 412: Muscle Function in Health and Disease),
graduate Fall Year 3 OP A, undergraduate and graduate clinical competency grades,
timeliness of graduation, and successful completion of the professional licensure
examination.

Problem Statement
Because the number of qualified applicants far exceeds the limited number of
positions available in the University ofNmih Dakota's Physical Therapy program, the
admissions committee is challenged with the opportunity and the responsibility to select
applicants who have the greatest potential to successfully complete required coursework
and remain in the field of physical therapy. With this obligation comes the additional
responsibility to make admission criteria as objective as possible in order to give
applicants an equal chance of gaining admission. Specific variables that predict academic
and clinical success in the UND-PT program have been assumed, but not statistically
researched since the 1970s.

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to determine which variables, academic and
nonacademic, contribute the most to student academic and clinical success in the University
of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. A secondary purpose of this study is to
review the current admission process and to look for new predictors of academic and
clinical success.
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Significance
The significance of this study is to better enable the admissions committee at the
University ofNOlih Dakota to utilize the strongest predictors of academic success to select
students who possess the greatest potential to successfully complete the program and to
remain in the field of physical therapy. The identification of the strongest predictors of
academic and clinical success will enhance and bring objectivity to decision making in the
selection process. A secondary significance of this study is to add to the available
knowledge base regarding the value of specific criteria used in the selection of physical
therapy students across the United States.
Research Questions
1. Does preprofessional academic achievement predict professional academic and clinical
success?
2. Do the admission criteria currently used to determine applicant selection in the
UND-PT program predict professional academic and clinical success?
3. Does subject profile affect professional academic and clinical success?

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Although countless studies have analyzed the predictive value of various admission
criteria in the health professions of nursing, occupational therapy, medicine, and dentistry,
few studies exist that examine the predictive value of physical therapy admission criteria. 2
Because there is a large number of qualified applicants competing for a limited number of
positions, physical therapy educators are under increasing pressure to document the criteria
by which admission decisions are made.3 Due to the exclusionary rather than inclusionary
nature of the student selection process, academic admission committees are confronted
with the need to refine subjective admission criteria into highly defined, objective criteria
that are readily available for both public and internal scrutiny.2, 4-14 Traditionally,
admission committees have utilized cognitive variables including preprofessional GP A,
standardized test scores, and specific science course grades as the primary criterion by
which admission decisions are made. 3 However, within the last forty years, noncognitive
variables including personal interviews, letters of recommendation, written compositions,
and biographical data have become increasingly influential in the decision making
process.3,4,9,12 Because physical therapy is an inseparable combination of science
(academic knowledge base) and art (clinical skill), considering both cognitive and
noncognitive variables is essential when making admission decisions. 7

8
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Historically, preprofessional grade point average (GPA) has claimed, and
continues to claim, a paramount position in student selection into physical therapy
programs. 2,5.7,9,10,14-16 The preprofessional GPA provides tangible evidence by which the
applicants future academic achievement can be forecasted. 5,7,1O,1\ ,16 Gmiland l7 found that in
the United States, previous academic performance was the primary admission criterion
used to determine applicant admission to physical therapy schools. Dietrich and
Growleyl8 confirmed Gartland'sl7 conclusion with their finding that physical therapy
programs not only use preprofessional GP A most often but they also weigh it most heavily
(59%) when determining applicant admission. In a study performed by Balogun and
colleagues,5 preprofessional GPA was found to be the best predictor of how well a student
would perform in physical therapy school. Unfortunately, many studies indicate that there
is little con-elation between preprofessional GP A and clinical, internship, or professional
performance. IO,19,20 Nevertheless, in order for a student to successfully progress to the
clinical aspect of professional education programs, they must first succeed in professional
academic coursework.1\ Consequently, the use of preprofessional GPA and cognitive
variables can not be denied and certainly must continue to play an integral role in the
admission decision making process. II
Many studies, however have lead to disparate conclusions. McGinnis, II for
example, repOlied that freshman GP A is the strongest predictor of academic success for
physical therapy majors in baccalaureate programs, whereas the preprofessional
cumulative GP A simply signifies an applicants eligibility for the program. Templeton and
colleagues/' on the other hand, found SGP As (chemistry, physics, and cwnulative science
GP As) to be the strongest predictor of a student's final GP A in physical therapy school and
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the preprofessional cumulative GP A an insignificant predictor. Similar findings were
reported by Cocanour and Peatman22 who found a strong correlation between an
applicant's performance in specific preprofessional courses (physics, chemistry, and
anatomy & physiology) and his or her academic achievement in physical therapy
coursework. Unfortunately, there are foreseeable problems associated with the use of a
specific course grade including its inherent variability and narrow range. 2,14,16 Because
specific course grades may vary according to the institution, the instructor, and the course
content an inherent discrepancy is created between applicants. 2,14,16
One of the most consistent findings in literature to date is that when admission
grades and, to a lesser degree, standardized test results are considered in aggregate they
predict academic achievement extremely well,z,5,6,lo,22.25 In addition, Gross 2 and Roehrig 26
found that preprofessional grades and scores on standardized tests are positively
correlated with professional licensure examination scores. Second only to cumulative
GP A, the Allied Health Professions Admission Test (AHP AT) is probably the most
significantly weighted admission requirement by many selection committees. 5 The AHPAT
was developed to provide "comparable relevant information for applicants from varied
backgrounds to facilitate the process of identification of the most promising applicants to
allied health programs. ,,27(pI4) The AHP A T measures the following cognitive variables:
verbal ability, quantitative ability, biology, chemistry, and reading comprehension. 27 The
reliability coefficient of the five components of the AHPAT has been found to be 0.83-

0.91.27 However, the validity of the AHPAT in predicting success in physical therapy
programs remains unclear. 5
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A study by Leiken and Cunningham28 suggests that AHP A T scores may improve the
prediction of student academic achievement when used in combination with other
admission criteria. Wiesseman,29 on the other hand, found AHPAT scores to be of much
greater value in predicting physical therapy students' professional licensure examination
scores than in predicting their GP As at the time of graduation. A study by Adams and
Skinner30 indicated that the AHP AT is useful in predicting academic potential in students
who transfer from different institutions to allied health educational programs. In contrast,
Balogun and colleagues 5 found that the AHP AT did not add a sufficient amount of
predictive strength to other less expensive and less time consuming admission requirements
(GPA and written composition) to wan'ant continued use of the AHPAT.
The Graduate Record Examination (GRE), most commonly associated with and
utilized by master in physical therapy programs, measures quantitative, verbal, and
analytical ability. In a study conducted by Kirchner et aV 1 an individual's GRE score
when considered in aggregate with his or her preprofessional GP A was found to predict
the dependent variables of final professional GP A and professional licensure examination
scores.
The most commonly utilized standardized tests in baccalaureate degree physical
therapy programs are the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American College Test
(ACT).3 Of the two tests, the ACT has proven reliable in its ability to predict academic
success. 4 In fact, in conjunction with cumulative GPA, the ACT has been found to have a
very strong predictive value. 4 " o In contrast, a study by Cocanour and Peatman22 indicated
that no correlation exists between SAT scores and student success in basic sciences,
advanced sciences, or physical therapy courses. Cocanour and Peatman22 nuiher found no
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significant difference between the mean GP As of students scoring between 0-449 on the
verbal or math sections of the SAT and those who scored 500 or more in either section.
A number of studies in allied health fields have found that the prediction of student
success is enhanced by the inclusion of noncognitive variables that allow the well-rounded
individual to emerge. 4,5,9,12 Variables that allow the applicant's unique personality
characteristics to emerge include letters of recommendation, written compositions, and
personal interviews.
The first of these variables, letters of recommendation, are typically not weighted
as heavily as other variables given the limited variability of the ratings associated with
them. 9,15 In addition to the indistinguishable nature of most letters, since the passage of the
Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, letters of recommendation have lost
their credibility. II Under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act, students enrolled
in institutions of higher learning are entitled to the "right to inspect and review any and all
official records, files, and data directly related to them.,,32(p544) Consequently, legal
constraints force some potential reference sources not to write a letter rather than to write a
negative one. 9 Guthrie l4 also points out a hidden bias toward students with more credits
and more years of college and therefore a stronger relationship with faculty members, who
in effect would tend to write a stronger personal recommendation on their behalf.
The second noncognitive variable that allows the applicant's creativity and written
communication skills to emerge is the written composition. One of the greatest drawbacks
associated with the use of the written composition is that it bears the burden of proving true
authorship.5,8,12 A possible solution to this drawback that may not be practical in all
situations, is the requirement of an onsite spontaneous written essay at the time of the
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interview. 5,8,12 Another distinct drawback of the written composition involves its time
consuming and consequently costly nature to program resources. 31 Again, Gutlu'ie l4 points
out that written compositions hold a hidden bias toward older, nontraditional applicants
who have had more years of college and may write a more compelling and mature essay
than traditional applicants. Inherent to the scoring of a writing sample is its subjectivity
which can be decreased somewhat by assigning one faculty member to score all
samples. 5,8,12
The value of the third noncognitive variable, the personal interview, lies in the fact
that it allows interviewers to assess the applicant's problem-solving abilities,
communication and interpersonal skills, and ability to think quickly on the SpOt.2.7,11 The
personal interview also provides applicants who have been out of high school for some
time with the 0ppOliunity to have their life experiences and maturational changes taken into
account. 5,7,9,12,13 One distinct drawback associated with the interview process aside from
its costly and time-consuming nature, is its intrinsic sUbjectivity.3 In order to decrease the
subjectivity of this noncognitive measure, it has been suggested that a highly formalized
interview structure be adopted with multiple interviewers in order to allow more aspects
of the applicant to emerge with less bias. 5,9 Despite its limitations, previous studies have
shown the interview to be the most viable predictor of clinical success. 7 In a study
performed by Balogun, 7 the interview score and the preprofessional GP A were found to be
the two greatest predictors of clinical success with both variables accounting for 42.1 % of
the total variance. Of the 42.1 % variance explained by these variables, interview scores
accounted for 34.6% of the total variance while preprofessional GP A accounted for only
7.5% of the total variance when predicting clinical performance. 7
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On the other hand, Balogun7 also determined that preprofessional faculty
evaluation, interview rating, and essay have minimal predictive value in determining
professional academic performance. The three variables combined were found to account
for only 2.1 % of the variance in predicting academic performance. 7 In addition, Roehrig l3
found that the use of the personal interview served only to assist marginal students in
obtaining admission into a professional physical therapy program that they would either not
complete or have difficulty completing. From Roehrig's13 conclusion, the use of the
personal interview was eliminated as an admission variable in the physical therapy
program examined by her study. Although, interview scores have been found to
demonstrate little to no correlation with professional GP A in physical therapy school their
predictive value concerning clinical success and/or licensure exam scores gives relevance
to their continued use. 2,4,5,7
As evidenced in this literature review, a multitude of variables are utilized
nationwide to determine applicant admission into professional physical therapy programs.
The admission variables currently used at the University ofNOlih Dakota include SGPA,
personal interview, and letters of recommendation. By far the most heavily weighted of
these variables is the SGP A which comprises 80% of the applicant's composite score.
The second most heavily weighted criterion is the personal interview which comprises
15% of the applicant's composite score. Finally, letters of recommendation comprise the
final 5% of the applicant's composite score. In 1998, the weighting of these admission
criteria were changed to reflect the importance of noncognitive variables that allow the
well-rounded individual to emerge. In an attempt to reflect the importance of
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noncognitive variables, the following redistribution of admission criteria was adopted:
SGPA (70%), personal interview score (25%), and letters of recommendation (5%).
In order to ensure that the most qualified and dedicated students are selected into
the UND-PT program, the quest for valid predictors of academic success and later
professional success persists. The identification of admission criteria that predict
academic and clinical success will ultimately impact not only the selection of students who
are most likely to successfully complete the program but also the selection of students who
have the greatest potential to benefit the field of physical therapy.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Components discussed in the methodology for this study include description of
subjects, instrumentation utilized, process of data analysis, and reporting of results. This
research study and method of data collection met the criteria for expedited review
established by the Institutional Review Board at the University of North Dakota in Grand
Forks, North Dakota. Approval for this study can be referenced in Appendix D.
Subjects
The academic files of 145 physical therapy students who were admitted to the
University ofNOlih Dakota's Physical Therapy program between the years of 1991-1995
with respective graduation dates of 1994-1998 were reviewed. The graduates of 19941998, were selected for this study because they represent the first classes to graduate from
this program since its conversion from a baccalaureate to a master degree program in
1991. Of the five classes included in this retrospective study, only student files ofNolih
Dakota pool applicants (ND residents and students who completed some portion of their
preprofessional coursework on the University of North Dakota campus) were
reviewed. Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) students who
graduated from 1994-1998 were excluded from this study as preadmission requirements
for these applicants differ from those ofND pool applicants.
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Instrumentation
Data collected from student files was recorded on a standardized data form and
entered into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)33 by depalimental staff.
All data provided to student researchers for analysis was in a coded form to ensure the
confidentiality of each subject. Data extracted from each subject's file includes both
academic and nonacademic information from each subject's preprofessional and
professional UND-PT academic careers. A copy of this data collection form can be
referenced in Appendix E.
Data Analysis
Traditional descriptive and analytical statistical procedures including one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple regression were utilized to describe
applicants, educational outcomes, and relationships between variables. Scheffe's post hoc
analysis was repOlied in all cases based upon its conservative nature. An alpha level of
0.05 was utilized to determine significance for all tests.
Reporting of Results
The results of this study will be made available to the University of North Dakota' s
Physical Therapy admissions committee, faculty, staff, and students to facilitate the future
selection of the most qualified and dedicated applicants. In addition, results of this study
will be made available to the public and utilized for future accreditation reports for this
physical therapy program.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Statistical analysis for this study is comprised of both descriptive and analytical
statistics. The first portion of this chapter will discuss descriptive statistics such as
subject profile, admission scoring, preprofessional academic coursework grades, and
professional academic and clinical performances. The second portion will discuss the
analytical statistics utilized to investigate the predictive value of multiple admission
variables relative to academic and clinical success in the UND-PT program.

Subjects
Personal characteristics were investigated in this section to identify the popUlation
under study. Included were age, state of residency, and schools attended for
preprofessional coursework.
Of 144 students represented in this study, by far a majority (76%) were from North
Dakota. See Table 1 for an overall representation of students.
Through one-way ANOVA, no significant difference (F = .287, P = .886) was
found in student age between years of admission, thus the age profile is reported for the
aggregate. Of 143 students, a mean of22.78 years of age was obtained with a standard
deviation (SD) of 4.13, and a range of 19 years to 41 years. Estimated age was determined
by subtracting an applicant's bilih year from the year of his or her admission.
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Table 1. State of Residency
Number
North Dakota
Minnesota
Other
TOTAL

Percent

110

76

26

18

8

6

144

100
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Because students are not required to complete their preprofessional coursework at
UND, attendance at a variety of schools is evidenced. Overall, the majority of
preprofessional requisite coursework was completed at UND. The course most often
completed at UND was Physiology 301 (88%) and the course least taken at UND was
Psychology 101 (73%). Coursework completed within the NOlih Dakota University
System (NDUS) followed with 8-17%. Three to eleven percent of all remaining
preprofessional courses were completed outside of the UND and NDUS. (Table 2)
Preadmission Student Performances
Preprofessional academic courses are presented in Table 3 with means, SD, and
ranges identified for all students (n=144). Three courses (Chemistry 105, Physics 101 , and
Psychology 251) demonstrated a significant difference in mean grades between years under
ANOY A. However, this significance was not maintained under Scheffe's post hoc
analysis. Thus all cases are reported in aggregate.
Preprofessional general requirements are presented in Table 4 with means, SD, and
ranges identified for all students (n=144). Two variables (interview score and pre-PT
hours worked) demonstrated a significant difference between years under ANOV A.
However, this significance was not maintained for pre-PT hours worked under Scheffe' s
post hoc analysis. Consequently, all cases are reported in aggregate.
To detelmine if the extreme range and kurtosis of minimal to maximal pre-PT hours
worked affected the overall significance, the researchers further analyzed the data by
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Table 2. Profile of Subjects by Schools Attended for Preprofessional Academic
Coursework.

Biology 101
Biology 102
Chemistry 105
Chemistry 106
Physics 101
Physics 102
Anatomy 204
Physiology 301
Psychology 101
Psychology 251
Communications 161

Total
n

UND
n

%

144
144
144
144
144
144
144
144
144
144
144

108
117
108
116
124
124
123
127
105
125
108

75
81
75
81
86
86
85
88
73
87
75

NDUSt
%
n
20
16
25
18
12
13
13
12
20
11
21

14
11
17
13
8
9
9
8
14
8
15

Other*
n

%

16

11
8
8
7
6
5
6
3

11
11

10
8
7

8
5
19
8
15

13

6
10

tNDUS (North Dakota University System) includes Minot State University, Dickinson
State University, Bismarck State University, North Dakota State University, Williston State
College, Mayville State University, University of North Dakota - Lake Region, North
Dakota State University - Bottineau, and Valley City State University. The University of
North Dakota was not included within the NDUS for the purpose of this study in order to
delineate school attendance.
*Schools included in this category are from a variety of different states.
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Table 3. Preprofessional Academic Coursework - Grade Point and ANOV A
Significance Levels for Comparison of Grades Between Admission Years 1991-1995.

Biology 101
Biology 102
Chemistry 105
Chemistry 106
Physics 101
Physics 102
Anatomy 204
Physiology 301
Psychology 101
Psychology 251
Communication 161

n

Mean

SD

Range a

143
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142

3.75
3.54
3.70
3.58
3.60
3.76
3.96
3.85
3.87
3.94
3.87

.48
.55
.55
.57
.56
.44
.20
.36
.39
.26
.21

2.00 - 4.00
2.00 -4.00
2.00 - 4.00
2.00 -4.00
2.00 -4.00
2.00 - 4.00
3.00 - 4.00
3.00 - 4.00
2.00 - 4.00
2.00 - 4.00
3.00 - 4.00

ANOVA
Results b
F
p
1.02
1.25
2.45
2.09
2.85
1.06
.37
1.54
.89
2.73
1.57

.399
.294
.049
.085
.026
.381
.831
.195
.474
.032
.186

aRange is based on a 4.00 grading scale (1 =D, 2=C, 3=B, 4=A)
bThere was no significant difference found on a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
between years or if significance was found it was not maintained under Scheffe's post
hoc analysis. Thus mean and standard deviation of all years is reported in aggregate.

Table 4. Preprofessional General Criteria - Descriptive Statistics and ANOVA Results for Comparison Between Years 1991-1995.

Year

n

Mean

Range a
Low
High

SD

3.00

4.00

ANOVA
Results
F
P
1.74

.145

Scheffe's
Post hoc
Analysis
NSD

142

3.74

.20

25
28
22
33
35
143

56.45
55.50
57.24
54.73
51.52
54.78

3.23
3.65
3.38
4.56
4.44
4.42

44.00

62.50

9.31

.000

Reference Score

143

8.62

.29

7.66

79.00

0.93

.451

NSD

Composite Score

142

92.98

3.61

83 .97

99.62

2.33

.059

NSD

Pre-PT hours

140

413 .57

1248.90

.00

6520.00

2.53

.043

NSD

Years Pre-PT

140

3.54

2.36

2.00

9.00

0.50

.739

NSD

Pre-PT CGPA

140

3.76

.20

3.03

4.00

2.22

.070

NSD

Admit SGPA*
Interview Score

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
All Years

1991 &
1992 &
1993 &
1994 &

1995
1995
1995
1995

*Bolded items indicate current admission requirements.
aRange reported for admit SGPA is based on a 4.00 grading scale where 1.00=D and 4.00=A. Interview scoring scale is 7-63.
Reference scoring scale is 1-9. Composite score consists of 80% admit science GP A, 15% interview score, and 5% reference letter
score. Pre-PT hours obtained through volunteer or work related experience require no minimum or maximum as defined by UND
requirements. Years spent in Pre-PT is based on a minimum of two years with an undefined maximum.
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breaking it up into three different categories. The first method, which proved to be the best
representation of the data, included all cases from .00 - 6520.00 hours excluding an outlier
of 13,160 hours. The second method was performed by selecting cases with less than 500
hours and proved to be nonsignificant. The final method was performed by selecting cases
with greater than 500 hours and again proved to be nonsignificant relative to differences
between years. (See Table 4)
Professional Program Student Performances
The professional academic courses chosen as outcome variables in this study
(PT 322: Anatomy, PT 423 : Neuroscience, PT 412: Muscle Function) were selected
based upon the fact that they are core courses within the cUlTiculum and oftentimes are the
most difficult for students to complete. The second outcome used to measure student
academic success, professional fall year 3 GPA, was chosen as it is the students' final
academic semester that integrates the core and capstone courses. Finally, PT 482:
Clinical Practice I and PT 552: Clinical Practice II were chosen as outcomes for this study
because they represent the student's clinical competence.
Two professional academic coursework variables, PT 322 and professional fall
year 3 GP A were found to be significantly different between years under one-way
ANOV A. Under Scheffe, significance for PT 322 was found to be .043 between the years
of 1991 (x GPA = 3.84) and 1994 ( x GPA = 3.33). However, significance for
Professional Year 3 Fall GPA was not maintained under Scheffe's post-hoc analysis.
Course grades for PT: 482 Clinical Practice I and PT 552: Clinical Practice II are
reported in place of individual affiliation competency ratings for each six or nine week
affiliation. As there were no significant differences found in individual affiliation grades
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between PT 482 and PT 552 (related samples t (142) = .000, p > .05) only PT 552
competency grade will be used to describe clinical success. (See Table 5)
Out of 145 students admitted from 1991 - 1995, 140 graduated on time in May of
their third year. One student required an additional three months to complete the program
in August of his/her third year. Two students required longer than three years to complete
the program secondary to course retakes. Of these students, one completed the program in
four years and one in five years. Secondary to different career choices, two other students
withdrew from the program prior to completion.
Out of 143 students who successfully graduated from the UND PT program, 142
passed the professional licensure examination (Professional Examination Service [PES]).
Prediction Analysis
Variables used for prediction in this study include: admission composite score
(SGPA (80%), interview (15%), and references (5%)), preprofessional academic grades,
hours worked (volunteered or paid), number oftimes applied to the program, years spent in
pre-PT coursework, and number of courses repeated.
Outcome variables utilized to describe academic success within the professional
program include select professional coursework grades (PT 322, PT 412, and PI 423) and
professional fall year 3 GP A. Junior level professional coursework grades considered in
aggregate (mean grade of PI 322, 412, and 423) produced a stronger prediction equation
than did any course used individually as an outcome measure. In lieu of this finding, junior
year professional coursework grades will now be considered in aggregate as a "junior
year academic mean" for the purpose of this study. Professional fall year 3 GP A was

Table 5. Professional Physical Therapy Academic and Clinical Coursework - Grade Points and ANOV A Significance Levels for
Comparison of Grades Between Admission Years 1991-1995.
a

ANOVA
Results
F
p

Scheffe's
Post hoc
Analysis

Year

n

Mean

SD

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
All Years

25
28
22
33
33
142

3.84
3.57
3.50
3.33
3.42
3.52

.47
.57
.67
.69
.56
.62

2.00-4.00

2.84

.027

PT 423: Neuroscience

141

3.70

.52

2.00-4.00

0.79

.534

NSD

PT 412: Muscle Function

142

3.70

.46

3.00-4.00

0.50

.752

NSD

Professional Fall Year 3 GP A

142

3.95

.10

3.53-4.00

2.94

.023

NSD

PT 482: Clinical Practice I

142

3.92

.27

3.00-4.00

0.77

.549

NSD

PT 552: Clinical Practice II

142

3.92

.27

3.00-4.00

0.53

.713

NSD

PT 322: Anatomy

a

The range is based on a 4.00 grading scale.

Range

1991 & 1994

N
0\
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chosen as an outcome for this study as it is the student's last academic semester and one of
the most important elements in the clllTiculum, combining both capstone and new material.
Outcomes used to describe clinical success include: undergraduate (PT 482:
Clinical Practice I) and graduate (PT 552: Clinical Practice II) clinical competency
grades. Because no significant difference was found between grades in these courses
under a paired t-test, only PT 552 competency grade will be used to describe clinical
success.
Additional outcome measures of student success examined by this study include
timeliness of graduation and successful completion of the PES as discussed previously in
this chapter. Statistical analysis of these variables, beyond the previously repOlted
descriptive findings, can not be performed due to the personal and confidential nature of
this information. Specifically, the Professional Examination Service (PES) will not
release an individual's score to anyone other than the student tested and the state licensure
board.
Variables for prediction were looked at individually and in conjunction with other
measures using a stepwise regression model with forward solution. The best predictors,
relative to an outcome measure, and the adjusted r2 are reported in Tables 6 through 9.
Junior year academic mean prediction variables are Physics 102, Chemistry 106, and
Biology 102. Predictors for professional fall year 3 GP A are Anatomy 204 and
Communications 16l. PT 552: Clinical Practice II grade prediction variables are number
of times applied to the UND-PT program and Communications 161. The predictors for the
overall mean of professional fall year 3 GPA, junior year academic mean and PT 552:
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Clinical Practice II grade are original SGPA and interview score. The ANOV A summary
table and the coefficient for each regression model are also presented in Table 6 through
Table 9.
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Table 6. Regression for Junior Year Academic Mean - Predictors of Physics 102,
Chemistry 106, and Biology 102.
ANOVA
Model

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
8.016
20.632
28.647

df
,.,
.)

140
143

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

2.672
.147

18.130

.000

t

Sig.

3.230
5.128
3.027
2.111

.002
.000
.003
.037

Coefficients
Model

(Constant)
P102GR1
C106GR1
B102GR1

Unstandardized
Coefficients
Std. Error
B
1.114
.386
.172
.128

.345
.075
.057
.060

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.382
.220
.158
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Table 7. Regression for Professional Fall Year 3 GPA - Predictors of Anatomy 204 and
Communication 161.
ANOVA
Model

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

.250
1.253
1.502

2
138
140

F

Sig.

13.762

.000

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

.280
.269

18.118
3.580
3.444

.000
.000
.001

Mean
Square
.125
9.082E-03

Coefficients
Model

(Constant)
A204GR1
COM161G1

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.098
.143
7.401E-02

.171
.040
.021
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Table 8. Regression for PT 552: Clinical Practice II Grade - Predictors of Number of
Times Applied to UND-PT Program and Communications 161.
ANOVA
Model

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

1.217
8.925
10.142

2
138
140

.608
6.468E-02

9.406

.000

t

Sig.

14.520

.000

-3.165
2.100

.002
.038

Coefficients
Model

(Constant)
number of times applied to
UND-PT
COM161Gl

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.652

.252

-.180
.124

.057

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

-.261
.173
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Table 9. Regression for Junior Year Academic Mean, Fall Year 3 GPA, and PI 552:
Clinical Practice II Grade - Predictors of Original SGPA and Interview Score.
ANOVA
Model

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

1.439
4.154
5.592

2
141
143

.719
2.946E-02

24.421

.000

t

Sig.

4.591
6.801
2.514

.000
.000
.013

Coefficients
Model

(Constant)
original SGP A
interview score

Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Std. Error
Beta
B
1.568
.486
8.184E-03

.341
.072
.002

.498
.184

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Through both descriptive and analytical statistics, this study examined a multitude
of prediction and outcome variables in an attempt to identify the best predictors of
academic and clinical success within the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy
program. Following statistical analysis, both admission criteria currently utilized by the
UND-PT program as well as additional criteria were found to predict student academic
and clinical success.
Subjects

Tlu'ough the descriptive statistical analysis of 145 student files the following
subject profile emerged: a student mean age of 22.78 years (SD = 4.13 and range = 19-41
years) at the time of admission; the majority (76%) of students claimed North Dakota as
their state of residency; and the majority of students completed their preprofessional
coursework at UND (Physiology 301: the course most often completed at the UND (88%)
and Psychology 101: the course least often completed at the UND (73%)). As evidenced
by the wide range found in student age at the time of admission into this program, the UNDPT program does not have a maximum age cut-off for admission. The high number of North
Dakota residents admitted to the UND-PT program between 1991-1995 is most likely due
to the fact that the university is a public institution and true to its purpose serves North
Dakota residents. The high percentage of students who completed their preprofessional
,.,,.,

.J.J
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coursework at UND is likely due to the fact that the UND is one of four major universities
in the state ofNOlih Dakota and until 1996 was the only university to offer a degree in
physical therapy. Regardless of age, state of residency, and location of preprofessional
coursework within North Dakota, all applicants are given equal opportunity in the
admissions process. Because biographical data has proven insignificant in predicting
academic success in allied health professions and has been said to possess too much
subjectivity for consideration in prediction, the use of biographical data in this study was
merely to identify the population under study. I 1, 16

Preadmission Student Performances
Of the admission variables considered in this study, only interview score
demonstrated significance between years under one-way ANOVA with significance
maintained under Scheffe's post hoc analysis as evidenced by Table 4. One probable
explanation for the difference found between the 1995 admission year and all other
admission years examined in this study is that in 1994 a new chair was named to the
admissions committee. Through personal communication with Renee Mabey PhD, PT,
Chair of Selections Committee and Director of Outcomes Assessment in November of
1999, it was found that in 1995 (the year following her appointment to chair) many changes
were made to the interviewing process in order to bring increased structure and objectivity
to the previous format. Each of these changes were guided by an extensive review of the
literature that ultimately resulted in the following changes: (1) the creation of a more
structured interview rating form and (2) the provision of more detailed instructions for
each interviewer prior to the interviewing process in order to ensure that each team
member understood the rating system, the established interview guidelines/objectives, and
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his or her specific responsibilities. The refinement of the UND-PT program's interview
process is supported by many studies which advocate the creation of pre-determined
criteria which can readily be converted into a measurable format, the provision of
interviewer instruction in the rating system prior to the interview process, and the
utilization of multiple interviewers to bring objectivity to an inherently subjective
process. 5,9
Professional Program Student Performances
Of the program outcomes examined in this study, only PT 322: Anatomy
demonstrated significance between years under one-way ANOVA, with pairwise
significance maintained under Scheffe's post hoc analysis as evidenced by Table 5.
Through personal communication with Sue leno PhD, PT, Anatomy Instructor UND-PT
program (November 1999), the difference in means witnessed between the admission years
of 1991(x GPA = 3.84) and 1994 (x GPA = 3.33) is one that can not be conclusively
explained as there were no instructor changes in the course content or grading criteria in
these years. Although slight changes were implemented to the cun-iculum in 1991 in order
to meet the requirements of an entry-level master degree program, none ofthese changes
alone conclusively explains the difference found between the years of 1991 and 1994.
Other outcome variables examined in this study included timeliness of graduation
from the professional program and successful completion of the professional examination.
Tlu'ough personal communication with faculty (Renee Mabey) and the program chair
(Thomas Mohr PhD, PT, Department Chair of the UND-PT program) in November 1999, it
was found that of the 145 students admitted from 1991-1995, 140 graduated on time in May
of their third year. Of the five students who failed to complete the professional program in
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a timely fashion (May of their 3rd year), two students chose to drop out of the professional
program in pursuit of a different career choice. The remaining three students who failed to
complete the program in a timely fashion required longer than three years due to either
personal or academic reasons.
Of the 143 students who graduated between the years of 1994-1998, only one
student failed to pass the professional licensure examination. Through discussion with
faculty (Renee Mabey) and the program chair (Thomas Mohr) in November 1999, it was
felt that this student failed the professional licensure examination secondary to
complications of co-existing health problems not due to academic deficiencies as he or she
performed at a comparable level to his or her classmates while in the program.
Prediction Analysis
Through the utilization of stepwise regression with forward solution, multiple
prediction equations were created to determine the ability of admission variables to
predict the outcomes of student success within the UND-PT program. Of the countless
prediction equations performed, only those that produced the strongest equations are
reported. Due to the homogeneous nature of the student performances, each of the
variables shown to predict professional academic and clinical success possesses only low
predictive value.
In the first of these equations, the original grades from Biology 102, Chemistry 106,
and Physics 102, when considered in aggregate, accounted for 26.4% (adjusted r

=

.264)

of the variance in junior year mean GP A as evidenced in Table 6. These prediction
variables possess a low predictive value secondary to the presence of little to no
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variability between applicants as evidenced in Physics 102 (x = 3.76, SD = .44, and a
range of 2.00 through 4.00). It is important to note that original GPA in these courses
proved to be a stronger predictor of professional academic success than replacement
grades in these courses.
A study performed by McGinnis I I indicated that freslunan GPA was the most viable
predictor of future academic success in professional physical therapy programs. However,
in contrast to McGinnis, II who concluded that a poor grade in preprofessional chemistry
courses had little impact upon future professional academic success, the results of a study
performed by Cocanour and Peatman22 revealed a strong correlation between chemistry
GPA and professional academic achievement (adjusted 12 = 0.580). Cocanour and
Peatman22 also found a strong correlation between physics and academic achievement in
physical therapy coursework (adjusted r2 = 0.540). A multitude of studies support these
findings with the conclusion that a student's preprofessional academic achievements
provide tangible evidence by which their future academic achievement can be
predicted. 5,6,10,11,22,24,25,34-37
In the second of these equations, the prediction variables of Anatomy 204 and
Communications 161, when considered in aggregate, accounted for 15 .4% (adjusted

r= .154) of the variance in professional fall year 3 GPA as evidenced in Table 7.

These

prediction variables possess a low predictive value secondary to the lack of variability
between applicants performance in each of these courses as evidenced by Anatomy 204 (x

= 3.96, SD = .20, and a range of3 .00 tlu'ough 4.00) and Communications 161 (x = 3.85,
SD = .38, and a range of 2.00 tlu'ough 4.00).
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This finding is suppOlied by a study performed by Cocanour and Peatman22 who
found a correlation between preprofessional anatomy GP A and professional academic
success in physical therapy programs. Cocanour and Peatman22 repOlied a strong
correlation between anatomy & physiology and professional GPA (adjusted

r = 0.449) at

a significance level of 0.01. Despite all attempts to locate past studies that examined the
use of communication coursework to predict academic and clinical success within a
professional program, no studies were found that specifically examined the predictive
value of this independent variable.
In the third equation, the prediction variables of Communications 161 and the
number of times an applicant applied to the UND-PT program, when considered in
aggregate, accounted for 10.7% (adjusted

r = .107 ) of the variance in PT 552: Clinical

Practice II as evidenced in Table 8.
It is felt that Communications 161 proved to be a predictor of clinical success as

good communication skills provide a foundation upon which all clinical success is based.
Skills gained in Communications 161 may reflect a student's ability to not only interact
effectively with his or her clinical instructor and co-workers, but more importantly his or
her ability to impact each patient's life by establishing an appropriate rappOli with both the
patient and their family members. Because the application of clinical skill is the
"backbone of physical therapy practice,"7(p238) the identification of Communications 161 as
a prediction variable for future clinical competency is of significance to the future
selection of applicants in this program.
The number of times an applicant applied to the UND-PT program prior to
admission was found to demonstrate a negative correlation with PT 552: Clinical Practice
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II grade. In effect, it was found that the greater the number of times that an applicant
applied to the program prior to successful admission the poorer they were found to perform
in the clinical setting.
In the final equation, the prediction variables of original SOP A and interview
score, when considered in aggregate, accounted for 24.7% (adjusted r2 = .247) of the
variance of the total mean of the following outcome variables: (1) junior academic mean,
(2) professional fall year 3 OPA, and (3) PT 552: Clinical Practice II (Table 9). The
decision to consider junior academic mean, professional fall year 3 OPA, and PT 552
grade as one outcome variable (total mean) was based upon the fact that in aggregate these
variables allowed a stronger prediction equation to be created. The total mean of these
variables was calculated by summing and then averaging these outcome variables with
equal weight given to each variable. Again, these prediction variables possess low
predictive value secondary to the presence of little to no variability between applicants as
evidenced by original SOPA (x = 3.74, SD = 0.2, and range = 3.00 - 4.00). It is important
to note that original SOP A (adjusted r

=

.247) proved to be a stronger predictor of

professional academic and clinical success than admit SOP A with replacement grades
(adjusted r = .217).
Similar findings were reported by Balogun7 who concluded that the strongest
predictors of academic and clinical performance in physical therapy programs were
preprofessional OPA and interview score, respectively. From this finding, Balogun7
concluded that the prediction of academic and clinical success in physical therapy schools
may be significantly enhanced by considering both cognitive and noncognitive measures.
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Templeton et a1 2 ! lent support to Balogun's7 findings with their finding that science GPAs
(chemistry, physics, and cumulative science) are the strongest predictors offinal
professional physical therapy GP A. Cocanour and Peatman22 confen-ed with the above
findings with their repOli of a strong con-elation between an applicant's performance in
specific preprofessional courses and his or her academic achievement in a professional
physical therapy program.
A study performed by Hayes et a1 3 further supported the results of Balogun's7 study
with their finding of a significant cOlTelation between interview scores and professional
GP A. Disparate findings, however, were reported by Roehrig!3 who concluded that the
use of the personal interview served only to assist marginal students in obtaining admission
into a program that they would either not complete or have difficulty completing. From
Roehrig's!3 conclusion, the use of the personal interview was eliminated as an admission
variable in the physical therapy program examined by her study. Despite the fact that many
studies have found little to no correlation between interview scores and professional
physical therapy coursework, their documented predictive value concerning clinical
success and/or licensure examination scores provides relevance to their continued use.2,4,5,7
In 1998, the UND-PT program acknowledged the impOliant role of non cognitive variables
in the admissions decision making process by redistributing the weight given to each
variable in the composite score. The weighting of admission composite score variables
was changed from SGPA (80%), personal interview score (15%), and letters ofreference
(5%) to SGPA (75%), personal interview score (25%), and letters of reference (5%).
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Limitations of Study
The limitations of this study are as follows: (1) the extreme homogeneity ofthe
predictive and outcome variables examined in tIns study resulted in a diminished ability to
find a relationship between them, (2) the academic files of students who were not admitted
into the UND-PT program were not examined, and (3) the academic files ofWICHE
students were not examined, thus limiting the findings of this study to North Dakota pool
applicants. Because the academic files of only North Dakota pool applicants were
examined by this study, the results of this study can not be generalized to all students
admitted between the years of 1991-1995 as they may not provide an accurate description
of the entire student population. Consequently, a suggestion for future research is the
utilization of a larger sample size with the inclusion of both NOlih Dakota pool students
and WICHE students.

Educational Implications
The educational implications of this study include support for the continued use of a
heavily weighted SGPA and the personal interview in the admissions process in the
University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. The results of this study indicate
that Biology 102, Chemistry 106, Physics 102, and Anatomy 204 possess a stronger
predictive value than various other courses cUlTently used to determine an applicant's
SGPA (Biology 101, Chemistry 105, Physics 101, Psychology 101 and 251, and
Physiology 301). In theory, the UND-PT program could choose to look solely at course
grades in Biology 102, Chemistry 106, Physics 102, and Anatomy 204 when determining
an applicant's SGP A. However, it is the preliminary decision of this program to continue
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using all of these courses to calculate an individual's SGP A as it is essential that each
applicant admitted into this program possess a strong science background in order to
complete and succeed in the rigorous professional cUlTiculum. In addition, because
predictive courses are embedded in the CUlTent SGP A criteria, an indivisible relationship
exists between predictive courses and prerequisite coursework.
Although original SGP A was found to be a stronger predictor of professional
academic success than admit SGP A (with replacement grades), the continued use of admit
SGPA in the UND-PT program is likely. The justification for the continued use of admit
SGP A is that it allows the inherent differences found in course content, instructors, location
of institution, and testing methods to be taken into account.
As indicated by this study, Communications 161 in conjunction with two other
variables was found to be a valid predictor of both academic (adjusted r2 =.154) and
clinical (adjusted

r = .107) success within this professional program.

As a result of this

finding, suppOli is given to the incorporation of Communications 161 grade into the SGP A
to enhance the selection of the most qualified students into this program.
Despite the fact that the results of this study do not specifically suppOli the
continued use of letters of recommendation, they may playa deciding role in the final
selection process secondary to the presence of little to no variability between
preprofessional grades. For this reason alone, the continued use of letters of
recommendation are considered walTanted in this program.
Although it was found that the number of times an applicant applied to the program
prior to successful admission negatively cOlTelates with a student's performance in clinical
coursework, it is the decision of this program to not utilize this variable as a selection
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criteria. Through personal communication with faculty (Renee Mabey) and the program
chair (Thomas Mohr) in November 1999, it was found that this program recognizes the
presence of this relationship but does not choose to base admission decisions upon this
variable due to a wide variety of personal issues that may influence an applicant's
admittance. For example, a student may have a difficult semester due to the death of a
family member and may, as a result, perform poorly in his/her coursework that semester
which may prevent him/her from being admitted to the program on his/her first attempt.
Consequently, it would be unfair to base a student's future admission status on the fact that
they failed to be admitted on their first attempt with no consideration of personal issues that
may have impeded their admittance. On the other hand, the number of times applied to the
program may indicate that the student does not possess a solid enough academic foundation
on which the professional curriculum can be built, and this knowledge can be used by
faculty members to counsel students prior to repeated reapplication to the program.
A review of current literature yields inconclusive suppOli for the inclusion of other
admission variables (Allied Health Professions Admission Test (AHPAT) and written
composition) in the admissions process at the UND. Although many physical therapy
programs use the AHP AT routinely as a standard selection criteria, its predictive value is
uncertain. In a study performed by Leiken and Cunningham,28 it was found that AHP AT
scores may improve the prediction of student academic achievement when used in
combination with other admissions criteria. In contrast, Baloglm and colleagues 5 found that
the AHP A T did not add a sufficient amount of predictive strength to other less expensive
and less time consuming admission requirements to warrant the use of the AHPAT. The
second of these admission variables, the written composition, is associated with many
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distinct drawbacks including the fact that it bears the burden of proving true authorship, it
is of a time consuming and consequently costly nature to the program, and it may bear a
hidden bias towards older, nontraditional applicants. 5,8, 12,14,31 In light of these findings, it is
the preliminary decision of this program to not include these variables in the UND-PT
program admissions process at this time.
Conclusions
When each predictive variable included in this study is considered individually and
in various combinations, they are found to possess a limited ability to predict outcome
variables. The fact that only a small degree of the variance for each outcome variable
could be explained by the prediction variables examined in this study suggests that other
measures are yet to be identified that would better predict professional academic and
clinical success in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. On the
other hand, the small degree of variance for each outcome variable that could be explained
by the prediction variables investigated in this study may be due to the extreme
homogeneity of each of these variables which allows for only limited statistical analysis.
Despite these limitations, a high percentage of students successfully graduate (98.6%) and
go on to successfully complete the professional licensure examination (99.3%); these
outcomes lend considerable support to the continued use of the admission variables
cunently utilized by the University ofN0l1h Dakota's Physical Therapy program. It can be
concluded that the admission variables cunently utilized provide an accurate and reliable
means of identifying applicants who are likely to succeed in this program.
Because the profession of physical therapy is continuously undergoing many
changes to meet the changing needs of society, it is essential that individual physical
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therapy programs adapt their cun'iculums to meet these needs, Continual assessment of the
admissions criteria is consequently imperative to ensure that the selections process admits
students most apt to succeed in the cuniculum,
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Rl!~uin:ml!nls th~ same a:. abc.1\'~ under B.S.ED . d~gf'C'C' . except that inslead of Ihl' CfL rC4uiremcnts (II),
Lc \'cl JV prufil'lcn l.' ~ in a tnrr i1!o languagc ilo rc~uircd.

Physi~al

Therapy

(PT)
T. Mohr (Chair). Johnson, Keck. Mabey, P. Mohr, and Simunds

completed all nf the pr~.P.T. cours~wurk at UND. Nonh Dakota resid~nts are strongly
~ncuur~ged tn s~nd at least nne year in pre.p: r . at UND. A.pplications must be made to
the D~parlment no later than March I uf th~ year th~ . student wishes to enter the
professional progmm.
Acceptance into Physical Thempy is on a cnmpetitive basis. with the major detenninant being the basic scienc~ grade point average. The basic science grade point averJg~ is
defined as: biology (8 semester hours). chemistry (8 semester hours). anatomy (3 semester
hours). physics (S semester hours). psychology (7 semester hours· including Intro and
Developmental). and physiology (4 semester hours). Reference lellers. a ~rsonal inter·
view. and other ~rsonal qualifications arc also considered prior to linal acceptance into
the prof~ssional program. Acceptance by the Office of Admissions of the University of
Nonh Dakota does nOl constitute acceptance into the professional program in Physical
Therapy.
.
Once accepted. all students in the professional program must allain a leller grade of at
least " C" in their major courses in order to continue in the program. No student will be
allowed to complete the full· time clinical affiliation during Semester I of the second year
unless he/she has received at least a grade of "c" in each of the major coursework
classes.
Students who have been accepted into the professional program in P.T. and who have
successfully completed professional education years 0 I and 02 and the summer session
between those years will be automatically advanced into Graduate School for professional
year 03 upon completion of the GRE. completion of a UND Graduate School application
fonn. submission of all undergraduate transcripts to the Graduate School. and submission
of a leller of endorsement from the Chair of Physical Therapy. This advancement in status
of the physical therapy student assures the students that they will not be placed in double
jeopardy.

The Department of Physical Therapy offcr~ th~ clinically orieOl~d. rural emphasis.
entry level Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.). The professional educational component
of the M.P.T. requires three academic year, and one summer session beyond the pre·
physical therapy preparation.

Advancement to Candidacy for the M.P.T. degree is a fonnal procedure and can be
granted only after a student in Approved Status has met cenain academic requirements. To
be advanced to candidacy. the following requiements must be met in approx.imately the
following sequence:

Physical Thempy is an allied health profession open to both men and women. Phy~ical
therapists are involved in the e\'aluation and treatment of many types or disabilities. They
arc employed hy hospitals . rehabilitat ion center,. nursin!! homes. school systems.
community health agencies. and in private practice.

\. Completion of the equivalent of one semester of full·time work (12 semester
credits)

The first two yea" of the fullowing curriculum are considered to he prc·Physical
Therary. The rrnfe"iunal educational cumpunent of th~ M.P.T. will require three
academic year, and unl' ,unllner scssion fullowing cnmpl~tion of the 63· 71 crcdit~ pre·
physicaltherary entrance rC4uircments. The curriculim rC4uires that the ~tudent take 3 ((II!
semester credit, in electivc coursework . and 63 crediL' of required courses. The Department
advise, student' ((I cnn,ider elective coU"e, in the areas of psychology. management.
principl~s of education or special education. or the specific Rehabilit.llion Services Cnn·
central;nn in the Dcpanment of SCK.'ial Work . Befun: u studenl can m ake application iow the

prnfessiona( rrngrdm. ALl. the cnursewnrk (i sled for the prc·Phy~ical Therapy pon ion
must he completed or underway. Spccifically. Physiolugy 301 and Anatomy 204 must be
completed rrinr til selection. Once that ClIurscw(lrk is ncar completion. the student must
make application fllr the rrnfe"illnal prnpram thrnu~h the Department of Physical
Thcrapy. Wyumrnp residents and WIClIF.·clipihle students must apply hy invitation nf
lIND·I'T thmuph thl' WI\.III'. certific:uiun rrclCl's" Sclccled (lUt·Or·state student, may hc
cli!!ihh- for I'hy"eal Therapy Indi\'iduallndepcndl'nl ('ontmct, (PTII(,); inquiry should he
iUJdrc~~l·t1I" Ihl' At.1mi~, inll:-' CtKmJin:tlur al liND· PT . lIND-PT dues nnt uccepl applk.r11011' 1111 till' prulc!'l:o.mnal I1rugrtllll trmH any "11R'r uUl · III · ~latl· I.:undidalc:-. unlc~~ 111L")' havl'

2. A GPA of at least 3.00 for all work allempted.
3. The appointment of an Advisor. The Advisor. who must be a member of the
Graduate Faculty from the Depanment of Physical Therapy. will be appointed by the Dean
upon wrillen recommendation of the Chairperson of the Physical Therapy Depanmenl.
Until the Advisor has been appointed. the Chairperson of the DepanmeOl will serve as the
temporary Advisor.
4. Approval of a Program of Study for the degree on a fonn available from the
Graduate School. The program. which should be developed in consultation with the
Advisor. shall carry the approval of the student. the Advisor. and the Chairperson of the
. Depanment. and shall be submiued to the Dean of the Graduate School for approval.
Inclusion of a minor in the program of study will necessitate obtaining the signed approval
of the Chairperson of the minor depanmenl.
5. Approval of a topic for the Independent Study by having the Advisor sign the
"Outline of Independent Study" fonn and submiuing the Outline and three copies to the
Graduate Office become pan of the record.
The student and the Advisor will be notified in writing by the Graduate School of the
advancement to Candidacy. Students should complete all requirements for advancement to
Candidacy prior to the semester in which they plan to graduate.
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Students muSI apply Il,r award or Ihe M.P.T. d.gree OIl thl! heginning of Ihe semesler
or SUlI1l1h!r session in which the deJ:;rec will he awanJcu (railur~ to gratJu;ltc necl.!s:iitates
reapplication) . Applicalion Illust he made OIl the Graduale School Of/icc on Ihe form
provided by Ihe deadline nOled in Ihe Academic Calendar. In order for slUdents 10 be
placed on Ih. gradualion list <i.e .• 10 haye Iheir ··Applicalion lilr Degrl!e·· accepll!d hy Ihe
Gratlua(e School) anti (t) he dig ihle 10 receive Ihe Mas(er of Physical Therapy Dl!grt!e.
Ihey IllUSI he in Approvetl SlalUs or have heen atlvanc.d to Candidacy for Ihe tlegr.1! no
laler (han the heginning of (he 'emesler or ,ummer session in which Ihl!Y I!xpect 10
graduat!.!.

,\ncr Ihe studt!lIt makes application fur thl! t!t!grcl.! . the GradUall! Office dH.!CKS Ihc
n:cunJ In CI1~l1re thc ~tllllclII ha~ hecn ut!\,:lI1ceulU CanJillacy fur IhL! :-"1.('."'. anu is in guuu
Slanding. The eligihility of (he , Iutlent IU pruceetl with (he gradoalion process will be
ccnilied and Ihe Final Repun form will he scn!. 10 th~ Advisor app",ximaldy six weeks
hl!i'urL! gradual ion.
SlUdenls in Iht! profe"ional program shuuld bl! aware Ihat Ihere are special
reljuirem~nts lilr dinical uniforms anti prolessional liability insuranct! Ihal musl bl! mel
prior Itl any clinical contaCI wilh palients. The sludelll will also hI! responsible for travd.
housing. and food COSIS. in add ilion III Ihe payment of regular lUition. tluring Ihl! full-lime
clinical afljliali"n st!mcslcrs: the majorily of Ihese anili :uion sites are al ·g l!ographic
localions olha (han Ihe Cily of GrJnd Forks .
Tht! faculty reserves the righl 10 placl! on prolessional probation or to cancel Ihe
regis(ralion of any stutlent in Physical Therapy whose perfonnance in (he classroom ()r Ihe
clinic is onsalisfaclory.
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1'1' ~'!~ ........................................... Tcchni,luC'!'o IV : ('finical E... alualinn ............................................... I.l1
I'T ~2h ....................................... ,....Tl'chl1iqucs V: Juinl Muhilil:JlitullSllft TisSIIl' Treatment ............ I!)
PSY .l7U ........................................ AhnI1rmal P.. )'chllltlgy ................ .................................................... 1.11
t'T ..1J............................................. Rl!sean:h II: Clinic;" CtlOfcrenc:e de Pap<r ..................................... I I }
E":ctivcs ................................................................. ................................... ........................................... .1!1
Pn,lessiUllal Yl!OIr 1[\ -

rail

Scmc~lcr

11)·If> cr. '

CTL 515 ........................................5"";' I;c, ..................................................................... """""" .. """I JI
Pl" 5h 1.......................... ................. Selnin:Jr: Physical Ther.Jpy ............................................................ ( I )
• P'f 590 ........................................... Direclt..'lI Sludi~s1Clinical Concr:pt~ .......................................... ( 1·1.1 I
Electivc:s . ......................................................................................................................................... 19~ 1.1) .
Pn)(csliitlnal Y~ar OJ- Spring Semester t 16lT. '
P"T 552 ...........................................Clinic II: ClinicOlI Pr.1clic:e . ....................................................... t7 ~t .. )
P"T 5qn........................................... Direc:ted Studies/Clinic:J1 Conc~pls .......................................... 11 ~ 11,

PT 997 " .. """" .... " .. """"" ...... """. Rese.r.:h III. " .. """"""" .. """ .. """" """ .. """ ........ " .. "" ........ "" .... .(2)

Courses
lUI. OrlentatJun to Physical Therapy. I crctlit. Overview or thc lirld llr rehahilit:lliun. Survey \11' the
rule of thc phYliit::J11hcr.lpi~1. F~lms. leclures. ,lOel obstrvalinn in clinkal sellings.
309J 10. :vtcdlcnl Sciences I, II. J creditli. 3 crceli(~. Prcrequisile:Regi~lered in Pro(e~sional Physical
TherOlpy Curriculum. Disease groups tl isc usscd rmm ;aU aspccls of comprehc:nsh'e rrhabilitation. Induded are
chronic illness. neurological anti onhopecJic condilions. grnernl medicine OInd surgery, pediauics. geri:urlt:s,
:Jnd ~nsory di~bilities.
311 . Orientation and Ethics. I crrdit. Prerequisitr: Registered in Professional Physic:l1 Therapy
Curriculum. Orienl:1lion 10 the clinic with ~mphasis on preparJlion uf the patient for ther.Jpy. Profc:ssion,,1
C:lhic~ OInd profrssionalliler.ltUrC will OIlso be discussed. L;lbur.lIory.
) 12. Public Health and Medical Legal Aspects. I credit. Prcrequi~ile: RcgislcrerJ in Professional
Physical Th~r.lPY Curriculum. Discu.'ision or the: role of the Physical Th":r.Jpisl in the: public health field. with
•mention 10 various ~Ulr and rt'rJerJI hCOlhh pm1!rams. IS!iues or licensure. documen,alinn. leg.ll liabililY are
atldresscd.
314. Bandaging, Aseptic and Isolation Techniques, :! credits. Prerequisite: Registered in Profr:ssit>n:J1
Physic31 Thcr.lPY Curriculum. The theory .lnd praclice or medic:OII. as~plic and isolation techniques and
principles of bandaging. laping, antl splinting are discussed and pr.aelicc:t.l. Labor.llory.
Jilt Techniques 1: Theory and Technique of Massage. ~ credits. Prercquisite: Regislcrtd in
PmrC!lsion:l1 Phy~ic:l1 Therapy Curriculum. Thenry and lechnique uf the application of remec.lial m<l!'r.ag~ in
PhY'iiC::J1 Therupy. LahtICalory.

319. Tochnlqu .. II: Theory and Tochn)que of Thenno-Pholo-llydrn'herapy. 4 cr<d;". Pr<requ;s;,e:
Registered in Pmfession:ll Physic;al Th..:r.JPY Curriculum. Theory and application llr variou~ hydrothtrJ.py.
photolher.Jpy. Dnd thrnnotherapy moo:1li1ic:s in Physical Thcrapy. induding heat. light: sound, ;lnd water.

l.llbor:llory.

320. Re~earch I: Research Method!. 2 credits. Prerequisil~: Regi~(rred in Proressional Phy~ical
Th..:ropy Curriculum. LI."Ctures and pr=rclicc in lhl! proper use of research design. !OI)UCCC mllleriOiI. e1e~nury
statistics. Jnd scien1ific manuscript pn:pDlDtion.

322. Anolomy for Physi<ol Thenpy. S credils. Prerequ;sile: Reg;slered ;n Professionol Ph)·,;..1
Therapy Curriculum . Dc:taited leclures anll demunsUatiuns on neuroanatomy amI in anatomy \If the
cXlremilies. Laborolory.

411. Rrhoblllta!lon Proadures. J <n:di,s. Pn:n:qu;s;le: Reg;'len:d ;n Profess;on.1 Physical Ther:>py

Curriculum. TheorrtiCOlI and practical OIpplicalion of principles used in Dctivitie!S ot doily Ii ... ing :lS Ihey rela.le
10 the pMie:nr .md his disability. l.lborJlory.
412. Muscle Function In Health and Disuse. 4 credits. Prrrequisitr: Registered in Pro((ssional
Physieal Ther.lp), Curriculum. Review or musculature acting on th~ extremilies .lnd trunk. Orient:nion 10

rath.·rn, 1'1' mils..:!,,: :It.·11I1I1 wllh 1""UUIUIII"'C:III;If tn ... 111VCllh.·III . ·1l11.· llry ,ifill h~hItlIIUC' 1'1' 11lI 1'4.1c ICSIIII).: anti Juinl
1IIIIh.li';lIlt l n.I.:lht 1r.ll ll ry.
·11 .\. Thl'ory :lnd TCl'hnhlUC nr Thuupt'ulic E:u~rdse I: 'iflhillly~Sfl:t'nRth~Endurunl"r. 1 r.:rt'dil s.
Jln:n!4uhill": H~)!lslcr1.',1 in Prufc,,,,mmll I'hY"II:;11 Thl.'f;JPY t"urrkuhlln . 1.r.:l'lUrc :IIIJ lah')Wlmy wnrk III
Ihcr;lpculic cJ.crcbc In inl'rcasc ;1011 nl:tinl:.S1n IIH,hililY. 'Ircn~lh . ;uhl cmJur:lOl'C in Ihc hunHin hmJy .
l..:Jhm:lhlry.
..1'5. Thenry ;lOd Tcchnif,ue IIr TherapeutiC' "::tcrcisc If: Cflnlrnl anti ,-""urdim,tlun • .' l'rcdih .
I'rcrr:(luhilc: RI!!!i stcrcti in "mfc'is uIO,,1 PhY~Ir:01I ThcrJPY Curriculum. Lccture and 'OIour,uury wluk In
thcrapeutic c"crcis~ In c'il"hlbh and maintain musr.:ular r.:.llllrlli ;Jill! r.:ourJinaliun . incluthng muscl~ rc~
ctluc:ltilln. racllit<lIIlH1. n:laxalillO. l~ht)rJlllry .
"17. Theury and Tcchnf4ue ur Tht'r2pruHc fo:xcrclsr III: TCSl~ and ~l· u~uremenl'i.) cr~dil:O.
Prch.'4uhilc: RC1!i!'otl'rcrJ in Prnfc,s inn:11 Ph~"lcOJI Thcr:Jpy Curriculum. Spcdlic physic.::!1 th~rOlpy tc su.
mr:asurr:mcnls. and t!valu ;uillll Ic..:hnilluc" relatcd III Ihe lIluseuluskelclal ;lOd ncurnlngical ~y~lcm~.
l..a.tM,rJtury. SS
Tl:chni(lud III: Thrury and Trchnitlur ur ..:Irclrulhcrapy :.and F.lrdrodlagnosJs. :! crrc.lirs.
Pfl:rcqui,i l~ : RCJ:!,ish:rcd in Pmrcs... innal Physil.·al Thcr:lpy Curriculum. Th~"ry and :Jpplicaliun uf tlu:r.:spr:u1ic
dcr.:trh:al r.:urr~nls. hillrc~dhad: . I!lec1rnmyngraphy. and ncrv~ cllnductiun ... elucity in physical therOlpy.
l..:JburJlury. 5S
.,:! I. ,\dmlnislnllon - PhY!liical Therapy. I eredit Prrrequisilc; Rc~i:ifcr~d in Pmfessional PhysicOiI
TIh!rJPY Curriculum. Lcclurc:s amI tliscussitln Ill' :uJministr;uinn prnectJurcs ;IS they <lpply 10 Ihl! Physil':ll
Thl!rap), Ocp3nmcnr.
"23. Ncuroscience ror Physical Thcr.apy. J credits. Pr~re4uisil c: Rcgi~lrrcrJ in Pro(essional PhY"iil':lI
Thr:rapy Currir:ulum. Strur.:ture OInd functitln or thc human n~rvous "Y~lem incluLl ing dinical application
rele\'OInllo physic;lither.Jpy pr:lC1ice.
4H:!. Clinic I: Clinical Pracllce. 14 crcdil~. Prerequisit~: Registered in Prnt~ssi onal Physical Ther.Jpy
Curriculum. Full-rime clinical pr.lclice in ~clcctcd huspitOiI ;Jffili:lliun!'S 118 we~ksl. in and OUI or City or Gr.md

"'I).

Forks.
400. Special Topics. 1-4 credits. Prcrcqui5ilc: Registerec.l in Pmrc!iisionOiI Phy~ical "Ther.lPY Currit."UtuOl.
InltOduclion and investiculiun uf ;Jdv:mcetl l'Iinic;d pn'ICcc.lures and topics. Tnpicli tlj scus~d will he tlictalcd
by stutlenl :md rOiculty inten::!'iI!ii.
~91. Independent Study In Physical Therapy. 1~4 cretlils. Prerel{uisile: Rcgislt'retl in Prorrssional
Physical ThcDPY Curriculum. Research and intJcpendent siudy in a specialized <lren of Phy~ical TherJpy.
~9J .

PsycholO\:l<al Aspftls of Dlsoblllly. 2 CIW;".

Pr<n:~u;<;le :

P<y IIlI. P,y 251. P'y 370• • ndlol

c4uiv3Ients •. anti cnnsent of instructor. R~adings OInd c.liscussion course. Study or psychological coping:
ml!chanisms. reaction" and motivational ractnrs ptninenl III Ihe disabled. Re ... icw uf adjuslment problems
unique to specific dis:abilities :lOdlnr tli~asr pmces.'liu. including the terminally ill. S
494. Restarrh II: Clinical Paper. 1 credit repe3tahle 10 :!. 'PrertC,{uisitt: Registerc:t.I in Proressional
Phy~ic:lI Th~r.lPY Curriculum. Prep:lr.ltion nr COlse stutly Olndlor papc:r on 1.1 clinical topic. F.S
525. Techniques IV: Clinical E'Valuatlnn, J cretlits. Prerequisile: Regisleret.l in Professionul PhysicOlI
Thrrapy Curriculum. Specific c1inic:tI ~valualinn tcchniques including neurological testing. son tissue
3.lisc~smenl.joint mobility, 0100 related wrillen cJo..:umentation or results .
5~6. Ttchnlqurs V: Joint Mobillz:ltIoniSort TIs.'iue Treatment. 2. credit~. Prerequisite: Registe~c.I in
Prur~ssionOiI Physic31 Thcr.:J.py Currkulum. FumJamenl31s or e"tn:mity and spinal mobilization. imd
Icchniqurs of $Orltissue Ire;S1mr:nc.
530. Health Low (or Hcalth Care Pro\·iders. :! crec.li1s. Discus:iion and rc.uJing..'i course relCv3nt to Ihe
"ordering" cOIpabilily or lilW .:L'i it relatcs 10 he:1hh COlre. This cour.oc: OItldrrss~s thc i~sues of qUOIlity of hr:ahh
car~, risk. managemenl . health pl:tnning , :1ccess :lOd "nrtworking." tnn questions . and .:ontcmpornry issues
(hiocthics. AIDS. press rclaliuns, tlrug scn:cning) as they rclate 10 hralth law. Emphasis is placed on the
"continum of care" concept, p3nicul<lrly in ntr.J1 area.'i such as Nonh DilkolOl.
53 I. Bloelhics. 2 creditli. Discussion anel n:.:uJings coursl! relevanl 10 the: It'!pic of hiocthics and its dTecl
on health cOIre law. Topics addressed inclucJe procre:uion. surrogatc parenling. 1Ir::uh and dying (right to tli(J.
"c.!o not resu!OC' itlltc" and advanced elirrctives. and "wrongfullirc" issues.
532. Current Topics in P.T. Administration. 2 credits. Di~cussion ami rendings course relevanl to
.ltlminh~ra(i ... e prohlems in physical Iherapy. Focus on inc.lt:pcntlenl research eJ.plorin,g (opics of currenl
problem o1rC;as in P.T. adminislr.ation wilh scminar·l),pc discuss ion.
S:\). QUlllty Assunnu In Hrallh CMre DcUvery. 2. credits. uClure/disc:ussion an~ seminur fannal
used to cxplore the concepts of Total QU3.lily Management and Conlinuous Quality Improv~menl as it impacts
on Ihe heahh care tlelivery system. Special emphasis on Ihc - It:uT1ing organization."
$J4. Industria' RehabllltaUonlOccup.Uona. Medicine. 2 credits. The integr:l1inn or metlical.
indu~trial. and legal points of view in the prevrntion <lnd m.:magement or work rdOiled injurie:J.
5J5. Gerontology Seminar. 2. crctIils. E.,amine thr factors and forccs thaI ~t'recl life quality in lh~ late
ye.us. The physiological. psychological. and sociological :lSpccts of aging will ~ -=on~ i c.lerrd. including those
innu~nce~ in the cultur:.1 contextth:1I enhance and impedr continued growth of the perron.

.j:>.

1.0

.1Ij.\7. Str.lh.·Kil'S rur Early 'nICfv.:nllun. ! . :rl"IIiIS. P(-:n:llui~II-:: 1''1' .115. 'illi s (lIur!<ol.· j, 11c"ll;:lh:dIU
rc:view currcnt prolclkcs In l"~Jly mh:rvcnllun . Cuurse lI1~h:ri;.lIs will hlCu~ lin charoll':lcn~IIC'i III" JI!l~hlillg
cunLJilillns 111;11 influcnce gruwlh ;.nd ..Jevclllplllcni III' IIIlIlur skill~ . l,:u~lIIliun .,mt.l et.lul.:.uiunal t.lc\dllpmcnl.
El11pha.'ils will he lin cullahurJlivc 'icrvicc pmVi'iIUn wllh :111 iIIlC(tJi~iplill:lry apprn:n:h, Tllpic ... JI~, ':lIva:rcd
indudc: currellll~SUI..'S. a.'\.\Cssma:nlllf Iha: chihUJ:ulllly IInll and Icgislalivc 1-tuidclinc~ tllr ~rvit:c prmhltln,
5JK. ,\dvunccd PcdhdriCli I\s.~~mrnll.lnd Tr~utmenl Tcchnhtul'S. .1..:ra:tJils. PrC'requisit~: PT 415.
Thi~ CUUNC is dcsigm."lIlu pruvlde physil~JI Iherapy ...,udenls wilh uppur,unilics In cxplure Jnt! Implcmen1
sl:JmJardizcll anll crilcriun·rcl'cn:nccll evutu:Hilln inslrumcnls In idcnliry nced areas fur Irealmcllt. In :uJdilion.
'ilUdenls will design IrcOllmcnt prugram~ fur childr~n with di!'Cahililics hy inlcgraling currenl Ihcrapculic
lechni4ues wilh cflic:.lcy 'illuJic:s.
S4'l. Ad"anccd Applied Anatomy/ClfniCilI Kinesiology. 2: credits. Prerequisite: Re~iucrcd in
Prnrl!ssion.al Phy!'Cic.a1 TherJpy Cu·rriculum. Swdy or .applied .an.alumy :.lnd ils impunance In re!>oCarch and
clinical applicaliun. rruniculatly a.\ n:1.ataJ tn Phys icOII Ther.1py.
5.52. Clinic II: ClinicYI PraC'llcr. 7·14 credils. Prerclluisilc: Registcred in PrnrcssiunOlI Phy:cical
TherOlpy Curriculum. I:ull·limc dinkal prJctice anilialiun in scleclcd Physic.1I Therapy prnvitJa:r I.:cnll:rs. in
OInd out of Ciry uf GrJnd Forks. Twu nine· week segments, one of which will be: refah:d 10 stuUeni :lI'e~ of
Directed Sludic!'C. the cuhcr eitha:r rc~arch or ad1.litional clinic.
561 . Seminar: Physical Thenpy. 1·4 cretlils. ?rcrcquisile: R~g;slerec.J in Prorcs~ion.ll Physical
Therapy Curriculum. This course serve~ to focus sludent allention luwOlrc.J gr;lduale study in Physical
Therapy. Explore and discu!." :JJQS urinleresl fur siudenl.and focuhy. May n:PC::U10 4 credits moximum.
562. Readings: Physical Therapy. 1·4 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in Proressional Physic:al
Th~rapy Curriculum. Review of current literature pcninent to Physic:al Therapy~ criticill examin:ation or
design. content. :.lnd v:..lidily of conclusions.
.
570. Patienl Edu~atlon Techniques - Physical Therapy. 2 credils. Prerequisite: Registered in
Pror~~~ional Physic::J.1 Thcr.spy Curriculum. A review or the leaching/learning procc~s with emphasis on
techniques lilfgeled 10 enhance patient involvement in their reh::J.bililOltion and physic:al ther:apeulic processes.
Thirty hou,," or leclure. di~u!ision . :md project per semester.
57:!. Teaching Experienu In Physical Therapy. 1-3 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in Profcssionol
Physical Ther.spy Curriculum. Supervised elpt:riencc in UniversilY te::J.Ching in Physical Therapy. Projects in
curriculum devdopment. fnrmul:l.lion of tcxhinglle:uning objeclivcs. te:lching m:l.lerials, evaluation tools, and
experience in ..:n01pclency bll."-Ctlle:ll11ing environmcnt.
!iH2. Instrumentallon (or Physlul Therapy. 2 credits. Prere4uisire: Rcgislcrcd in Pr('lressionul
Physical Thcr:lpy Curriculum. 1bc appJic::J.lion or existing electrical and mechanical inslrumenf:ltion theories
:and techniques to resc:uch :and clinical pr:actice in physical Iher:lpy.
590. Directed Studles/CUnital Concepts. 1-12 credils. Prerequi!iite: Registered in Profcssion:al
Physical Therapy Curriculum. Individualized sludy of a p:tnicuJar area of intefCSl for the student approved by
hislher major .. dvisor and supcrvisec.J by preceptors with specially OUldIor recognizct.l expertise in the :uea of
interest. Study may include lib~ research. clinicol resc:ll'Ch. discussion/seminars, projects ilnd directed
clinical uperience. Serve as the ba..sis for PT 997: Independent Study Report.
990. Continuing Education Workshops In Pbysical Therapy. 1-8 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in
Profession:al Physicol Ther:l.py Curriculum. Credit in Physical Therapy mily be gr.snred for workshops,
conrerences. institutes. or other types of shon·term activities. providetllhey have be:en opproved for crrdit by
the Chnirperson of Physical ThtIilPY. Wrillcn tepon of the ilctivity is required. A one·wcck worbhop shall
corry no more
one semester hour of credit.
996. Continuing Enrollm~nllPb,slcal Education. Cretlil arranged. Prercquisite: Regisrered in
Professionill Physic:al Thcr:spy Curriculum. Students in Physical Ther:lPY who have previously completed all
ncceSSM)' credits for their approved progr:am of study. but who h:ave nol completed PT 997: Resorch Ill:
Independent Study Repan in Physic:lI1llcr:apy. musl register for PT 996 eElCh additional semeslcr Of" summer
session Ihey arc utilizing UND· PT rOlCufly lime. All SludenlS must be enrolled in cither PT 996 or other credits
the semeSlcr of Gradu:uion.
997. Research III: Independent Study Report. Credit arranged . Prerequisite: Registered in

m.m

ProfC5.5ional Physical Ther:lPY Curriculum. The Indepc:ndcnl SlUdy Report in Physical TherJpy is designed 10
require the studenl to independently gencr:atc: D wrillen repa" retevnnt to hisJhcr Direcced SludicsJClinical
Concepts ilfcn of inlerest. The lopic mwi be: opprovcd by the srudent·s major advisor/preceptor. Approval is
effec1ed by complclion of Ihe fonn entitled. "Outline of Independent StUdy" and !iubmilting the outline to
hi!i/her advisur/prcceplor ror 3pproval. The Independent Study is designed to rC4uire the iludent
imJependcnrly lu investig:.lle a lapia: rel3ted 10 Physical Thcr.spy :ant.ltu Ihe inlcrcst of Ihe sludenl. TIl.: sludy
need nol be nn originnl contribution to knowledgc but may bt: a presentation. :malysis, and lliscu.ssion of
infonn.uion anll ideas alre01t.ly in litelillUrc:. The tcquirem(nt is to ensure Ihnt 3 siudent Cilll inveslig.;uC' a topic
and organize il !icholarly repa" on the investigiltiun. The n:pon should display com:ct uSOlge, style. :md fonmll
:md should be ur a (onnal nalure. The outline should be an liIe in 1he Grnduate School no laler thM the ~nd or

Fall SemeS!«, Year 03.
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APPLICATION FORM
"

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

This application form should be completed and returned by March 1 to:
Department of Physical Therapy
School of Medicine
University of North Dakota
P.O. Box 9037
Grand Forks, ND 58202-9037

Transfer Students:

Please note requirement for transcript presentation in UND Catalog. This must be done before
this application can be considered.

53

1. NAME

2.

PERMANENT
HOME ADDRESS

(MIDDLE)

(FIRS1)

(L.AS1)

(SI'MI)

(Clly)

(51011)

(ZIp~)

(SItWI)

(City)

(51111)

(ZIp~)

3. MAILING
ADDRESS

4. TELEPHONE
NUMBER(S) Home (

Work (

5. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
6. NAME OF PARENT
OR GUARDIAN

(USlJ

ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
NUMBER(S)

(l.tJOOlE)

(ARST)

(SItWI)

(Clly)

Home (

(Stalo)

(ZIp~)

Work (

7. EDUCATION - (Ust in chronological order):.
Name of School

Location

Dates
Attended

Diploma
or Degree

High School(s):

Undergraduate College(s):

Graduate School(s):

8.

HONORS, AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS, MEMBERSHIP IN HONORARY SOCIETIES, ETC.: (If additional space is
required, please submit separate sheet)
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9. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES ANDIOR HOBBIES:

10. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT (Give offices held, if any):

11. EMPLOYMENT SINCE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION:
Employer

Address

Type of Work

Dates

12. GOVERNMENT SERVICE (Civil or military) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13. EXPERIENCE(S) RELATED TO PHYSICAL THERAPY: List type of experience (i.e. work, volunteer, observation)
Name of Facility

Type

Date(s)

Total Hours

Duties

14. REFERENCES: Please give the attached reference forms to three (3) persons who know you and whom you would
like to use as references. Ask them to return the forms to our office by May 1 (WICHE students within 2 weeks of
submitting your application).

I hereby release to the Physical Therapy Admissions Committee my academic records
including letters of reference for the purpose of consideration of this application.
(Signalln 01 _ )

(0110)
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The University of North Dakota
The University of North Dakota (UNO) was founded in 1883 by the Dakota Territorial Assembly, six years
before North Dakota became a state. The campus, with its twelve colleges, schools, and centers, plus a
Division of Continuing Education, is located in Grand Forks in the northeastern corner of the state. UNO offers
more than 100 major fields of study and a variety of degrees at the associate, bachelor's, master's,
specialist's, and doctoral level. A total enrollment of approximately 12,000 students makes UNO the largest
postsecondary institution in the Dakotas, Montana, and Wyoming. Approximately 40% of the student body
lives'in on-campus housing. There are excess of 2700 employees of the University of which nearly 700 are
full-time faculty members. The campus is spread out over 475 acres with ongoing building programs
continuing to increase the size of the campus. The Chester Fritz Library, with about two million print arid nonprint items, is the largest in North Dakota, and is the University's primary library. Additional facilities include the
Health Sciences Library within the School of Medicine. Besides medical education, the School of Medicine
offers graduate programs in anatomy, biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology, physiology, medical
technology, and physical therapy.

The City of Grand Forks
Grand Forks, North Dakota is located in the heart of the Red River Valley of the North. The area around Grand
Forks is primarily agricultural. The primary crops include potatoes, wheat, and sugar beets. The City of Grand
Forks has a population of about 50,000 people, and is located approximately 15 miles from the Grand Forks Air
Force Base which has a population of 14,000. The City of Grand Forks has 2 hospitals and 3 medical clinics.
Grand Forks has an excellent school system which includes the University of North Dakota, 2 high schools, 4
junior highs and 15 elementary schools. There are also 3 parochial grade schools. The churches in Grand Forks
represent over 50 major faiths and most denominations. Grand Forks is served by two major airlines operating
out of the Mark Andrews Intemational Airport.
Grand Forks offers an exceptional variety of cultural opportunities including ~heatrics, art exhibits and museums:
The Chester Fritz Auditorium on the UND campus brings in national and intemational top-name performers. As
for recreational opportunities, Grand Forks has 35 parks, 4 golf courses,S ice arenas, as well as public swimming
pools and tennis courts. The Grand Forks area also offers excellent fishing and hunting.

The Physical Therapy Department
The physical therapy program at UNO was established in 1967, and was first accredited by the American
Physical Therapy Association in 1970. The Department, of Physical Therapy offers a five-year curriculum leading
to the Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.) degree. Acceptance into the program is on a competitive basis, with
the major determinant being the basic science grade point average. At present, the Physical Therapy program
accepts 48 students per year. Thirty four of those students are accepted through the UNO admissions process.
The additional 14 students are selected from WICHE states through direct contracts between the UNO Physical
Therapy Department and those states.
The Physical Therapy Department is staffed by eight full-time faculty members. All of the faculty members are
registered physical therapists with graduate training. Along with their teaching responsibilities, the present
faculty are also engaged in ongoing part-time clinical practice. The Physical Therapy Department is a separate
department within the UNO Medical School and is located in the Medical Science North building. The Physical
Therapy Department contains the student classrooms, a laboratory area, a research facility, as well as several
study areas and lounges for the students' use. The faculty are involved in research activities including muscle
strengthening, blood flow analysis, electrical stimulation, functional outcomes, EMG, and physical therapy
treatment efficacies. In addition .to the regular curriculum, students are given the opportunity to carry on their
own research activities.
At present, there are 165 clinical affiliation sites, the majority of which lie outside the greater Grand Forks area.
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
School of Medicine
Department of Physical Therapy
Personal Reference Request
Name of Applicant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Applicant Please Sign
I hereby waive the right to read the information in this letter and request that it remain confidential.

Applicant's Signature

Date

Your name has been given as a reference by the above named applicant to our Physical Therapy
program. Please rate the applicant based on the characteristics listed and the rating scale
provided. Circle where on the scale you rate the student (1 being the lowest and 9 being the
highest). If you do not have information on a particular characteristic, please circle N/A.
CONCERN FOR OTHERS

9 8 7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

ATIITUDE TOWARD WORK

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

QUALITY OF WORK

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS 9 8 7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

TIME UTILIZATION

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

RELIABILITY

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

INITIATIVE

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

APPEARANCE

9 8 7

6

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

COMMUNICATION

9 8 7

6

5

4

3

2

1

N/A

LEADERSHIP

9 8

7

6

5

4

3

2

N/A

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

9 8

7

6

5' 4

3

2

N/A

MATURITY

9 8

7

6

5

3

2

N/A

4

1

N/A
N/A

Brief Comments About Applicant:

How long have you known the applicant?
In what capacity did you know the applicant? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Printed Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Mail this form directly to the Physical Therapy Department, School of Medicine and Health Sciences,
University of North Dakota, P.O. Box 9037, Grand Forks, ND 58202-9037
University of Nonh Oakoca Pnnlmg Center
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.&-EXPEDITED REVIEW REQUESTED UNDER ITEM _
(NUMBER[S]) OF HHS REGULATIONS
_EXEMPT REVIEW REQUESTED UNDER ITEM _ _ (NUMBER[S]) OF HHS REGULATIONS

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW FORM
FOR NEW PROJECTS OR PROCEDURAL REVISIONS TO APPROVED
PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR: Renee Mabey. Chantel Helling. Sherry Sisneros. Christine Thorne

TELEPHONE: (701) 777-2831 DATE: March 16. 1999

ADDRESS TO WHICH NOTICE OF APPROVAL SHOULD BE SENT: Dept. PT Box 9037. Grand Forks NO 58202
PROPOSED
PROJECT DATES: 3/16/1999 - 6/112000
SCHOOUCOLLEGE: University of North Dakota
DEPARTMENT: Physical Therapy
(Month/DaylYear)
PROJECT TITLE: Predictors of Academic Success in the University of North Dakota Masters of Physical Therapy Program

FUNDING AGENCIES (IF APPLICABLE):

None

TYPE OF PROJECT (Check ALL that apply):
X NEW PROJECT
PROJECT

CONTINUATION

RENEWAL

DISSERTATION OR
THESIS RESEARCH

_X_ STUDENT RESEARCH

CHANGE IN PROCEDURE FOR A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED PROJECT
DISSERTATIONITHESIS ADVISER, OR STUDENT ADVISER:

PROPOSED PROJECT: _INVOLVES NEW DRUGS (IND)

Renee Mabey Ph.D., PT
INVOLVES NON-APPROVED
USE OF DRUG

INVOLVES A
_COOPERATING INSTITUTION

IF ANY OF YOUR SUBJECTS FALL IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CLASSIFICATIONS, PLEASE INDICATE THE CLASSIFICATION(S):
_

MINORS «18 YEARS)

PREGNANT WOMEN

PRISONERS

ABORTUSES

MENTALLY DISABLED

-1.. UND STUDENTS

FETUSES

MENTALLY RETARDED

(>18 YEARS)

IF YOUR PROJECT INVOLVES ANY HUMAN TISSUE, BODY FLUIDS, PATHOLOGICAL SPECIMENS, DONATED ORGANS, FETAL
MATERIAL, OR PLACENTAL MATERIALS, CHECK HERE
IF YOUR PROJECT HAS BEENIWILL BE SUBMITTED TO ANOTHER INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD(S),PLEASE LIST NAME OF
BOARD(S):
Status:
_ Submitted; Date
. _ Approved; Date
Pending

1. ABSTRACT: (LIMIT TO 200 WORDS OR LESS AND INCLUDE JUSTIFICATION OR NECESSITY FOR USING HUMAN SUBJECTS.

The number of qualified applicants far exceeds the number of positions currently available in the
University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. Due to the number of applicants, the admissions
committee is provided with the opportunity and the responsibility to be selective in order to ensure that the
most qualified students are admitted. Identification of possible variables that predict academic success in this
program must be ascertained in order to determine the correlation between the variable and the level of
student success.
The most accessible criteria by which success may be predicted are based on data gathered from the
student's pre-professional coursework, the location of the coursework, demographic information, letters of
recommendation, and admission interview scoring. Success in the physical therapy program is defined by
completion of all program coursework with a grade of 'C' or higher, completion of clinical affiliations with a
grade of 'C' or higher, and fulfillment of licensure exam criterion. The purpose of this study is to identify the
strongest predictors of student success in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program.
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PLEASE NOTE:

Only information pertinent to your request to utilize human subjects in your project or activity should be included on this
form. Where appropriate attach sections from your proposal (if seeking outside funding) .

2. PROTOCOL: (Describe procedures to which humans will be subjected. Use additional pages if necessary.)

METHODOLOGY
Subjects:
A retrospective study of physical therapy students admitted from
the years of 1991-1995 (graduation years 1994-1998).
Instrument:
Data to be collected has been determined by a literature review and discussion with the University of
North Dakota Physical Therapy program's faculty members. Data will be collected on a standardized
data form and department staff will enter the data onto the SPSS program (see appendix). Any
student information to be analyzed by student researchers will be in a coded form. Only University of
North Dakota Physical Therapy faculty and staff will have access to subject's names and social
security numbers.
Data Analysis:
Traditional descriptive and analytical statistics will be utilized to describe applicants, outcomes, and
relationships. An alpha level of .05 will be used to determine significance for all tests.
Reporting Results :
Results will be published in an independent study and will be used in making administrative decisions
in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. Results will also be utilized for future
accreditation reports for the Physical Therapy program.
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3.

BENEFITS: (Describe the benefits to the individual or society.)

Identification of the strongest academic predictors of success in the University of North Dakota's
Physical Therapy program will allow the admission committee to select students who possess the highest
. potential for success. Students who succeed in the program have a higher likelihood to remain in the field
"of physical therapy which in effect will benefit both the profession and society.

4. RISKS:

(Describe the risks to the subject and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. The concept of risk goes beyond physical
risk and includes risks to the subject's dignity and self-respect, as well as psycho-logical, emotional or behavioral risk. If data are
collected which could prove hannful or embarrassing to the subject if associated with him or her, then describe the methods to be
used to insure the confidentiality of data obtained, including plans for final disposition or destruction, debriefing procedures, etc.)

A potential risk posed by this study involves the possibility of breaching student confidentiality. In
order to compensate for this risk, actual data transfer from student files to data format will be done
by physical therapy staff.
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5. CONSENT FORM:

A copy of the CONSENT FORM to be signed by the subject (if applicable) and/or any statement to be read to the
subject should be attached to this form . If no CONSENT FORM is to be used. document the procedures to be used to
assure that infringement upon the subject's rights will not occur.
Describe where signed consent forms will be kept and for what period of time.

See following page for Renee Mabey's comments regarding consent form.

6. For FULL IRS REVIEW forward a signed original and thirteen (13) copies of this completed form. and where applicable, thirteen (13) copies
of the proposed consent form. questionnaires. etc. and any supporting documentation to:
Office of Research & Program Development
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks. North Dakota 58202-7134

On campus. mail to: Office of Research & Program Development. Box 7134, or drop it off at Room 105 Twamley Hall.

For EXEMPT or EXPEDITED REVIEW forward a signed original and a copy of the consent form. questionnaires. etc. and any supporting
documentation to one of the addresses above.

The pOlicies and procedures on Use of Human Subjects of the University of North Dakota apply to all activities involving use of Human Subjects
performed by personnel conducting such activities under the auspices of the University. No activities are to be initiated without prior review and
approval as prescribed by the University's policies and procedures goveming the use of human subjects.

SIGNATURES:

Date

j-7-'91
Date

Training or Center Grant Director

Date
(Revised 3/1996)
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Chantel J. Helling
Sherry P. Sisneros
I, Chri s tine W. Thorne

,recognize that portions of my independent study may include data,

questions or processes sensitive to past, current and/or future students of the program. These
., .

data, questions or processes may also impact the management and success of the Department of
Physical Therapy.

I agree to maintain issues of confidentiality regarding data from individual students and of the
administrative processes. Specific questions asked of me, outside of the published independent
study, will be referred to the Project Advisor, Renee Mabey, Ph.D., P.T. or to the department
chairperson.

Student
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The infonnation used for this study is routinely available within the physical therapy department
for administrative purposes. The infonnation is on fonns relative to the admissions process and
progression through the physical therapy professional curriculum. It includes student
applications, transcripts, and clinical evaluation fonns.
As this infonnation is part of the routine administrative processes, and as this study is relative to
administration of the program, it is not felt that consent fonns from the individual students are
necessary. It is also recognized that even though the analysis of the data will be perfonned in
part by current graduate students, these students will have access to CODIFIED infonnation
only. In addition, each of the students working with this project will sign a statement of
confidentiality relative to data from individual student files and administrative procedures. (See
the addendum.)
Student files, with inherent identifying features, will only be accessed by current faculty and
(select) staff within the department. As faculty and (select) staff routinely have access to the
files for matters arising, it is not felt that analysis of the data is an atypical event, or an event
outside of routine administrative procedures.
Reporting of the results, which will be done in a 'public' domain via the independent study, will
have data reported in aggregate, relative to predictors for succes~ and impact on the curriculum.
No individuals will be identified.
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REPORT OF ACTION: EXEMPT/EXPEDITED REVIEW
University of North Dakota Institutional Review Board

April 28, 1999
Renee Mabey, Chantel Helling, "
NAME: Sherry Sisneros, Christine Thorne
DATE:

PRd~ECTnTLE:

PROJECT NUMBER:,_______I_R_B_-_9_9_0_4_-_2_2_4_______________
DEPARTMENT/COLLEGE:'--__--'-P.:.:h.J..y.=.s.:=,i::::,c::::,a.:=,l_T:.:h.:.::e:.,:r::.::a""p'-'v_________

Predictors of Academic Success in the University bf North Dakota Masters
of Physical Therapy Program

The above referenced project was reviewed by a designated member for the University's Institutional Review Board
on
April 28, 1999
and the following action was taken:
Project approved. EXPEDITED REVIEW No. ______________________---'

O Next sCheduled review is on ________________________________________________---'
/VI Project approved. EXEMPT CATEGORY No.
~ stated in the Remarks Section.

-----'1~---'

No periodic review scheduled unless so

Project approved PENDING receipt of correctioris/additions. These corrections/additions should be submitted
This study may NOT be started UNTIL finallRB approval has been
received. (See Remarks Section for further information.)

O to OR PO for review and approval.

Project approval deferred. This study may not be started until finallRB approval has been received. (See

O Remarks Section for further information.)

o

Project denied. (See Remarks Section for further information.)

REMARKS: Any changes in protocol or adverse occurrences in the course of the research project must be reported
immediately to the IRB Chairperson or ORPD.
PLEASE NOTE: Requested revisions for student proposals MUST include adviser's signature.

cc: R. Mabey, Adviser
Dean, Medical School

SignatureOfD'eSigMtedlRB Member
UNO's Institutior:lal Review Board

If the proposed project (clinical medical) is to be part of a research activity funded by a Federal Agency, a special
assurance statement or a completed 310 Form may be required. Contact ORPD to obtain the required documents.
(1/98)
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Entrance Year _ _ _ __

NAME

Home Town _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GraduationYear _ _ __

State of Residence

Reference Scores

SS#

Interview Score

---..,.---

Composite Score _-:--_ _ _ # hours worked _ _ _ __

DOB
Biol101-1

School

Bioi 101-2 _ _ _ Biol101-Course

School _ __

Bio1101L-1

School

Bio1101L-2 ___ Bioi 101 L-Course

School_
' __

Bioi 102-1

School

Bioi 102-2 _ _ _ Bioi 102-Course

School _ __

Bio1102L-1

School

Bio1102L-2 _ _ Bioi 102L-Course

School _ __

Chem 10S-1

School _ _ .Chem 10S-2

Chem 1OS-Course

School _ __

Chem 106-1

School

Chem 106-Course

School _ __

Chem 106-2

Phys 101-1 _ _ School _ _ Phys 101-2 ___ Phys 101-Course _ _ School _ __
Phys 102-1 _ _ School _ _ Phys 102-2
Anat 204-1 _ _ _ School

Phys 102-Course _ _ School _ __

Anat 204-2 ___ Anat 204-Course

School _ __

Phy301-1 _ _ _ School _ _ Phy301-2 _ _ _ Phy301-Course _ _ _ School _ __
Psy 101-1

School _ _ Psy 101-2 _ _ _ Psy 101-Course _ _ School _ __

Psy 2S1-1

School _ _ Psy 251-2

Comm 161-1

School

Psy 2S1-Course _ _ School _ __

Comm 161-2 ___ Comm 161-Course

School _ __

Pre-PT CGPA _ _ _ SGPA without replacement _ _ _ with replacement _ __
Years pre-PT:

2

3

>3

9

# lectures repeated _ _ __

# times applied _ __

# labs repeated _ _ _ __
Anatomy

Neuro

Clinic I Grade

Grad Fall GPA

Pass PES:

Y

N

Muscle Function
Clinic II Grade

Student Competency & Potential-1

A B C D E F G

H

Student Competency & Potential-2

A B C D E F G

H

Student Competency & Potential-3

A B C D E F G H

Student Competency & Potential-4

A B C D E F G

Student Competency & Potential-S
Student Competency & Potential-R

H
A B ·C D E F G H
A B C D E F G H
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